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Clash Of Zombies Power Grid – Basics Power Grid Basics Hero Development Roll 15 dice with the Zenyatta, Bastion and Zenyatta tokens Higher roll means you're closer to the upper limit for that hero. Battle Pass Score: Warriors are attacked with 'X' or 'A' on the battle map. Warriors have their choices (marked on the map) limited. Warriors have a maximum of one choice, and your selection ends the current turn. Warriors can't win by themselves. They must
be picked up and sent to the server (server transport is not available). Characters can be transported in the same way they are transported by heroes, only they do not count as heroes and have no attack time. They move and move, but not much else. A sent warrior has the same class as the player's current hero (warrior, support or medic) but they cannot equip special abilities or extra skills. A warrior may choose a new class to replace their class when sent by
another player, but they can only be sent with a warrior. Warriors may be sent to rejoin their current team for the next turn. Each game lasts for one week, and all the game rounds must be completed by then. You may invite friends to join your clan if you wish. The game begins when all your clan members are present. You are the clan leader. A clan is a team of three or more people. A clan is not based on a specific type of hero, so you may be in a clan of heroes
from all three classes. Some clans consist of heroes from different game servers. Clan vs Clan These games do not take place in a round or in a match, as the games are not scored. Each clan must play each other clan once, and then both clans must play each other clan once. There are two rules in these games. One is that the clan with the most wins is the winner. The other rule is that a clan cannot win if it loses to the opposing clan. If a clan loses, the clan leader
of that clan is awarded to the clan leader of the winning clan. This clan leader may either make another clan player the clan leader, or they may choose another clan to play against. Clan wars are fought with a final clan leader for each clan. Clan Wars A clan war is fought by one clan with the other two clans. All three clans must be present to start a clan war. If a clan does
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